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Since the introduction of quantum mechanics and the special theory of relativity, 
physicists have devoted much effort towards combining the two theories. The first 
attempt to reconcile the two was made by P.A.M Dirac [1], which was later 
extended to a more general theory called quantum electrodynamics (QED). The 
first satisfactory theory of QED was developed by Richard Feynman, et al.  
An important issue involved in developing a Lorentz-covariant quantum theory is 
the Lorentz transformation of the relativistic one-particle states. A solution to this 
problem was given by E.P. Wigner in a work published in 1939[12], in which he 
showed that the unitary representation of the Lorentz group is carried by the little 
group associated with the reference momentum; which can usually be identified to 
be rotations, called Wigner rotations. It is interesting to note that Wigner rotations 
have important applications in examining the Bell-CHSH inequalities which test 
the local-hidden variable hypothesis.  
This thesis explores the transformation properties of massless photonic states 
under the Lorentz group. Indeed, a quantum theory for electrodynamics is 
expected to be both Lorentz-covariant and gauge-invariant. Usually, in the case of 
interacting fields, the requirement of gauge-invariance can be fulfilled by coupling 
the electromagnetic filed to the Dirac field; while in our case, there is no Dirac 
field involved, and we consider the curvature tensor which is manifestly 
gauge-invariant. In particular, we note that the polarization vectors, which actually 
 IV
point along the direction of electric fields, play an important role in characterizing 
internal states. The observation enables one to obtain the transformation rule very 
easily.  
We also re-examine the formalism of Wigner in light of recent works in the area of 
quantum information. Our analysis shows that, the Wigner rotation, which 
embodies the effect of unitary transformations on one-particle states, is not well 
defined. Here we demonstrate that the choice of basis for the internal space is 
arbitrary and consequently, the value of Wigner rotation is non-unique. This issue 
is somewhat circumvented for photons when the external reference frame is taken 
into account, leading to a quantum field-theoretic analysis.   
This thesis contains three chapters. Chapter 1 begins with a short introduction to 
Poincáre group and the construction of a relativistic one-particle state. It also 
introduces the Wigner rotation and how it enters into the formalism. Here we 
furnish two approaches that are often used in calculating Wigner rotations: namely, 
the little group formalism[1] and Wu-Ki Tung’s Lorentz-Poincáre connection [6]. 
Following these is an application of the little group formalism to massless particles. 
Finally, this chapter we show that the Wigner rotation is not unique. 
The second chapter involves a detailed study of the electromagnetic field in 
classical theory. Here we first solve the equations of motion in the Coulomb gauge, 
and then recast it a Lorentz covariant form. In particular, in this chapter we also 
introduce some important transformation matrices of the electric and magnetic 
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fields; one of which turns out to be the transformation matrix for the polarization 
vectors. 
In the last chapter, we quantize the free electromagnetic field using the standard 
canonical quantization formalism; moreover, we show that the Wigner rotation term 
that accompanies a Lorentz transformation vanishes. An immediate implication of 
this transformation is that, when two photons are maximally entangled in 













List of symbols  
 
1. The rationalized Heavside-Lorentz units are used. In this units, some constants 
and equations of electrodynamics take the form of 
Plank’s constant  1==  
Speed of light  1c =                        
                 Energy density 1 ( )
2
= +h 2 2E B  
Lagrangian density 1 ( )
2




2. Spatial vectors are denoted by bold letters and indexed by Latin letters ( , ,i j k , 
etc.) which run from 1 to 3; while four-vectors are denoted by Italic letters and 
are indexed by Greek letters ( ,  µ ν , etc.) whose values are normally taken from 
0 to 3. Greek letters are also used to index the components of mode functions.  
3. The dot operator “ ⋅ ” is used to indicate both spatial scalar product and Lorentz 
scalar product.  
4. A hat over a three-vector indicates the corresponding unit vector; while a hat 
over a four-vector indicates the vector is normalized by the magnitude of its 













Chapter 1  Poincáre Group 
This chapter serves as an introduction to the thesis. It introduces the reader to the 
Poincáre group and calculates its generators. It also gives a standard formulation of 
relativistic one-particle states and the corresponding unitary representation of the 
Lorentz group. Here the massless particles states are considered in detail and some 
problems with the Wigner rotation elucidated. 
1.1 Poincáre generators 
In the special theory of relativity, the coordinates of an event in one inertial frame, 
which will simply be referred to as “frame” in the future, transform to another 
frame according to Poincáre transformations. These transformations preserve the 
Lorentz scalar product between vectors of Minkowski space. The Lorentz scalar 
product is defined as        
x y g x yµ νµν⋅ =                       (1.1.1)        
where gµν is the metric tensor of Minkowski space, and is chosen as 
































⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠












Poincáre transformations form a group, called the Poincáre group. Poincáre 
transformations consist of space-time translations and Lorentz transformations, 
and the later are used to describe the transformation between two frames moving 
with respect to each other. The Lorentz transformations contain two types of 
transformations: the first being rotations in three dimensional Euclidian space, the 
other being pure boosts. All Lorentz transformations form a group, called Lorentz 
group. The Lorentz group has a continuous subgroup which contains the identity 
and preserves the direction of time, and is called proper orthochronous 
homogenous Lorentz group, denoted as L↑+ .  
A general Poincáre transformation has the form 
    ' vvx x x a
µ µΛ⎯⎯→ = Λ +                  (1.1.1a) 
where v
µΛ  is a homogenous Lorentz transformation, which can be any composite 
of a rotation ˆ( , )R θn  and a direct boost ( )L α . For instance, consider a passive 
rotation around z  axis and a boost along x  axis, then explicitly they take the 
form of  
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1 0 0 0
0 cos sin 0
( , )
0 sin cos 0
0 0 0 1
R n
θ θθ θ θ
∧
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
   
cosh sinh 0 0
sinh cosh 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




      (1.1.1b)                 












⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
                        (1.1.1c) 
Denote the Poincáre transformation in (1.1.1a) as ( , )T aΛ  and consider two 
successive such transformations on point x  
                        
2 2 1 1
2 1 1 2
2 1 2 1 2
( , ) ( , )
   ( )
   
x T a T a x
x a a
x a a
′′ = Λ Λ
= Λ Λ + +
= Λ Λ +Λ +
 
We thus obtain the composition rule of the Poincáre group  
                   2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )T a T a T a aΛ ⋅ Λ = Λ Λ Λ +          (1.1.1d) 
Similarly, for the corresponding unitary representation of ( , )T aΛ in Hilbert space, 
we have  
                   2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )U a U a U a aΛ ⋅ Λ = Λ Λ Λ +         (1.1.1e) 
Now, according to Lie algebra, for any continuous transformation 
 ' ( , )→ =x x f xφ   
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the corresponding generators are given by[11] 
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φ                    (1.1.2) 
One can now construct all the continuous transformations in Poincáre group using   
(1.1.1b) and (1.1.1c) and substituting them into (1.1.2). A straightforward 
calculation then shows that there are 10 generators for Poincáre group: 4 of them 
are for space-time translations, 3 of them are for boosts, and the left come from 
rotations.  The translation generators are 
   P iµ µ= ∂                           (1.1.2a) 
where µ  runs form 0 to 3 ; 0P  is associated with energy, while the rest are linear 
momenta.  
The generators of rotations, which form the SO[3] group, are given by  
1
2i ijk jk
J Lε=                          (1.1.3)  
which is the angular momentum operator. Here vLµ  is an operator defined as  
( )v v vL i x xµ µ µ= ∂ − ∂                      (1.1.3a) 
The generators of boosts are given by   
=i 0iK L                             (1.1.4) 
The operators satisfy the following commutation relations 
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i j ijk k
i j ij
J J i J
J K i K




P J i P















                    (1.1.5) 
The explicit matrix representation of these operators can be obtained by applying 
them to a general four-coordinate. For example, the angular momentum operators 
can be shown to be 
1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
J i
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
   
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
J i
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
    3
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
J i
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= − ⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
                                                             (1.1.6) 
We now consider an infinitesimal transformation. It has been shown ([5], section 
2.4) that in this case, the transformation takes the form 
     (1 , ) 1 ...
2
iU L i Pµν γµν γω ε ω ε+ = + − +           (1.1.6a)  
It is particularly interesting to examine the following term 
     1( , ) (1 , ) ( , )U a U U aω ε −Λ + Λ                 (1.1.6b) 
According to (1.1.1e), we have 
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     1 1 1( , ) ( , )U a U a− − −Λ = Λ −Λ                (1.1.6c)                  
 Then the term (1.1.6b) becomes 
       1 1 1( , ) (1 , ) ( , ) ( (1 ) , )U a U U a U aω ε ω ε ω− − −Λ + Λ = Λ + Λ Λ −Λ Λ      (1.1.6d) 
To first order in ω andε , we have 
   1 1 11 1( , )( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
2 2
U a L P U a L a Pµν γ αβ λµν γ αβ λω ε ω ε ω− − −Λ − Λ = Λ Λ − Λ −Λ Λ  
                                                             (1.1.6e) 
Equating the coefficients of ω andε  on both sides we obtain 
                      1( , ) ( , )U a P U a Pµ µ νν
−Λ Λ = Λ                (1.1.6f) 
which implies that the momentum operator transform as a vector.  
In many real problems, we will also be interested in measuring the total angular 
momentum along the direction of momentum, called helicity. The helicity operator 
is defined as 
               Jp ˆ= ⋅J p 3 2
3 1
2 1











                (1.1.7)    
where 1 2 3( ,  ,  )= J J JJ . 
In the case where a particle has an internal spin observableS , the helicity operator 
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becomes 
                ˆ ( )= ⋅ +Jp p L S ˆ ( )= ⋅ × +p r P S ˆ= ⋅p S               (1.1.8) 
where 1 2 3( ,  ,  )= P P PP , and it measures the component of the spin along the 
momentum.  
1.2 A relativistic one-particle state  
From the commutation relations (1.1.15), it can be shown that the operator P Pµ µ  
commutes with all the generators of the group, and is called a Casmir operator. 
One can further conclude that this operator commutes with all Poinc á re 
transformations, which implies that P Pµ µ  is a constant  
  20(P P P
µ
µ = − 2P 2) m=                   (1.2.1) 
which can be identified to be the square of the rest mass. We thus see that the 
energy operator 0P  is in fact related to spatial momentum operator P . By 
requiring the energy to be positive, we have 
                          0 (P = 2P 2 1/ 2)m+                     (1.2.2) 
In the last section we also noticed that the momentum operator Pµ  commutes 
between themselves. This means that we can find a set of simultaneous eigenstates 
of all Pµ :  
                        | , | ,P p p pµ µσ σ〉 = 〉                     (1.2.3) 
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Here the index σ captures all the internal degrees of freedom.  
The states | ,p σ 〉  form a basis for the Hilbert space of relativistic one-particle 
states, and are called standard states. A standard state can be defined by applying a 
standard Lorentz transformation to a reference state 
   | , ( ( )) | ,p U L p pσ σ〉 = 〉                      (1.2.4) 
Here, | ,p σ 〉  is the reference state and p  is the reference momentum 
whilst ( ( ))U L p  is the unitary representation of the standard Lorentz 
transformation ( )L p , under which the internal variable σ  is invariant and 
      ( )L p p p=                         (1.2.5)                  
1.3 Lorentz transformation of a relativistic one-particle state 
An important question we would like to address is how does a standard state | ,p σ 〉  
defined in last section transform under an arbitrary Lorentz transformations? It is 
now generally believed that this question has been answered by E.P. Wigner in a 
work published in 1939[12], in which he found that the transformation property of 
internal variable is related to the so-called little group.  
First, let’s examine the effect of a Lorentz transformation on the momentum. 
Consider the operation 
       1( ) | , ( ,0) | , ( ) ( ) ( ,0) | ,P U p P U p U U P U pµ µ µσ σ σ−Λ 〉 = Λ 〉 = Λ Λ Λ 〉  
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Using (1.1.6f), we have  
        1( ) | , ( )( ) | , ( ) | ,P U p U P p p U pµ µ ρ µ ρρ ρσ σ σ−Λ 〉 = Λ Λ 〉 = Λ Λ 〉   
That is, the new state is still a momentum eigenstate. We then have, for a general 
case 
( ) | , ( , ) | ,U p D p pσ σσ σ′ ′Λ 〉 = Λ Λ 〉                  (1.3.1)             
Where ( )U Λ is a unitary representation of the Lorentz transformation, while 
( , )D pσ σ′ Λ  is a unitary representation of the transformation in the internal space. 
Our purpose is then to find an explicit form of this representation.  
Using equation (1.2.4) and (1.2.5), we have  
( ) ( ( )) | , ( , ) ( ( )) | ,U U L p p D p U L p pσ σσ σ′ ′Λ 〉 = Λ Λ 〉  
1( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) | , ( , ) | ,U L p U U L p p D p pσ σσ σ− ′ ′Λ Λ 〉 = Λ 〉  
or              
  i( ( , )) | , ( , ) | ,U p p D p pσ σσ σ′ ′Λ Λ 〉 = Λ 〉               (1.3.2) 
 where i( ( , ))U pΛ Λ  is given by  
   i 1 1( ( , )) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ) ( ))U p U L p U U L p U L p L p− −Λ Λ = Λ Λ = Λ Λ      (1.3.3) 
or equivalently 
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      i 1( , ) ( ) ( )p L p L p−Λ Λ = Λ Λ                   (1.3.3a) 
Now let us examine equation (1.3.2). Since the reference momentum p  is 
unchanged under i( )U Λ , iΛ  is in fact an element of the little group at the reference 
momentum. Therefore, matrix ( , )D pσ σ′ Λ  is simply the unitary representation of 
iΛ  in the internal space. Hence, we have  
                   i( ) | , ( ) | ,U p D pσ σσ σ′ ′Λ 〉 = Λ Λ 〉                 (1.3.4) 
Here we would like to investigate iΛ further. If we restrict all the Lorentz 
transformation to be orthochronous and homogenous, then iΛ must also be 
orthochronous and homogenous. Because it preserves the momentum, it must be a 
spatial rotation, which is called Wigner Rotation. Details of computing Wigner 
Rotation for them can be found in [8].   
To complete the description, we also need normalizing these standard states. We can 
start from a general normalization 
                   3, | , ( ) ( ) ′′ ′ ′〈 〉 = −p p N p σσσ σ δ δp p       
where ( )N p  is a factor to be determined by the requirement that the 
normalization is invariant under any unitary transformation ( )U Λ , that is 
             1, | ( ) ( ) | ,p U U pσ σ−′ ′〈 Λ Λ 〉 = 3( ) ( ) ′′ −N p σσδ δp p         (1.3.5) 
Using equation (1.3.4), we have      
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1, | ( ) ( ) | ,p U U pσ σ−′ ′〈 Λ Λ 〉  
               = i i†( ) ( ) , | ,D D p pλ σ λσ λ λ′ ′′ ′ ′Λ Λ 〈Λ Λ 〉  
               = i i† 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )′ ′ ′′ ′Λ Λ Λ Λ − ΛD D N pλ σ λσ λλδ δp p  
               = 3( ) ( ) ′′Λ Λ − ΛN p σσδ δp p  
or simply 
3( ) ( )′Λ Λ − ΛN p δ p p = 3( ) ( )′ −N p δ p p              (1.3.6) 
Now, if Λ  is a rotation, then 3( )′Λ − Λδ p p  equals to 3( )′ −δ p p , this implies that 
( )N p  can only depend on 0p .  

















   
Under this transformation, we have  
3( )′Λ − Λδ p p  
       = 3 0 3 0 1 1 2 2( cosh sinh cosh sinh ) ( ) ( )′ ′ ′ ′+ − + − −p p p p p p p pδ α α α α δ δ  
       = 3 3 1 1 2 2( cosh cosh ) ( ) ( )p p p p p pδ α α δ δ′ ′ ′− − −  
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But by definition of Dirac delta function, we obtain 
3 3 3 3(( ) cosh ) (( )cosh )
∞
−∞
′ ′− −∫ p p d p pδ α α  = 1          
               3 3 3 3 1(( )cosh ) ( ) cosh
∞ −
−∞
′ ′− − =∫ p p d p pδ α α  
3 3 1 3 3(( )cosh ) cosh ( )−′ ′− = −p p p pδ α αδ     
We thus have     
                 3( )′Λ − Λδ p p = 1 3cosh ( )− ′ −αδ p p                 (1.3.7) 
Substituting (1.3.7) into (1.3.6), we have 
1 0 3cosh ( cosh )) ( )− ′ −N pα α δ p p = 0 3( ) ( )′ −N p δ p p            (1.3.8) 
Equation (1.3.8) implies that, for the normalization to be Lorentz covariant, we 
need  
0( )N p = 00N p  
where 0N  is a constant, and conventionally, it is chosen to be 2, and we then 
obtain                
0 3, | , 2 ( ) ′′ ′ ′〈 〉 = −p p p σσσ σ δ δp p                 (1.3.9)  
1.4 Lorentz-Poincáre connection 
In the previous section, we constructed the unitary representation of Lorentz 
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transformation for relativistic one-particle states, namely the Wigner rotation, by 
furnishing a group-theoretic formalism. In this section, an alternative approach 
called Lorentz-Poincáre connection which is based on quantum field theory will be 
presented.  
Let F be a relativistic field, which satisfies a corresponding Lorentz-invariant 
equation of motion. Suppose equation of motion has a general solution of the form 
3
0( ) [ ( , ) ( , )  antiparticle-term]2
⋅= +∑∫ ip xdx a p u p epµ µσψ σ σ
p        (1.4.1) 
where ( , )a p σ  is a numerical coefficient that depends on momentum and the 
internal variable, while ( , ) ⋅ip xu p eµ σ is a mode function which usually represents a 
plane wave solution. In the case of fermions, ( , )u pµ σ  are the Dirac spinors; 
while in the case of electromagnetic field, they represent the polarizations of the 
field. As a solution of a relativistic equation of motion, under Lorentz 
transformation, the wave function transforms as 
               1( ) ( ) [ ] ( )Λ −′⎯⎯→ = Λ Λx x S xµ µ µ ννψ ψ ψ               (1.4.2)  
where [ ]S µνΛ  is a D×D similarity matrix, and D is the dimension of the 
( , )u pµ σ . It should be noted that the matrix [ ]S µνΛ  is not unitary in general and 
the transformation is actually effected on the mode function ( , ) ip xu p eµ σ ⋅ . 
Equivalently, one can say that the mode function transforms as (1.4.2) under a 
Lorentz transformation. An explicit transformation [ ]S µνΛ for Dirac field is given 
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in [13], section 6.4. 
After quantization, the solution becomes a field operator  
3
0( ) [ ( , ) ( , )  antiparticle-term]2




ψ σ σ ⋅= +∑∫ p        (1.4.3) 
Here ( , )a p σ  is the annihilation operator of particle in the Fock space. The 
corresponding creation operator, † ( , )a p σ , creates a one-particle standard state 
with momentum p and internal variable σ  (usually the spin) through 
                        †| , ( , ) | 0p a pσ σ〉 = 〉                     (1.4.4) 
where | 0〉  is the Lorentz-invariant vacuum state in Fock space. The position state 
of a particle is obtained by applying the field operator to the vacuum state:  
                          †| ( ) | 0x x〉 = Ψ 〉                       (1.4.4a) 
and the corresponding wavefunction of a one-particle state |φ〉  is given by 
 ( ) |x xφ φ= 〈 〉                        (1.4.4b) 
We thus obtain  
( ) 0 | ( ) |x xφ φ= 〈 Ψ 〉                     (1.4.4c) 
If we choose the one-particle state to be | | ,pφ σ〉 = 〉 , we obtain 
( )xµφ = ( , ) ip xu p eµ σ ⋅ . Now from (1.4.4c) we have  
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               1 1( ) 0 | ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) |x U U x U Uµ µφ φ− −= 〈 Λ Λ Ψ Λ Λ 〉  
Again by noting that | 0〉 is Lorentz invariant, we have  
1( ) 0 | ( ) ( ) ( ) |x U x Uµ µφ φ− ′= 〈 Λ Ψ Λ 〉               (1.4.4d) 
Under the Lorentz transformation, we do not know how the field 
operator ( )xµΨ will transform in detail; however, we know it must transform to a 
Linear combination of field operators whose independent variable is the new 
coordinate x x′ = Λ , that is  
                    1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U x U T xµ µ νν
−Λ Ψ Λ = Λ Ψ Λ            (1.4.4e) 
Substituting (1.4.4e) into (1.4.4d) we obtain 
             ( ) ( ) 0 | ( ) | ( ) |x T x T xµ µ ν µ νν νφ φ φ′ ′ ′= Λ 〈 Ψ Λ 〉 = Λ 〈 〉         (1.4.4f) 
By noting that ( )xµφ is the mode function, (and that it transforms under (1.4.2)), we 
have  
                ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x T x T S xµ µ ν µ ν ρν ν ρφ φ φ′ ′= Λ = Λ Λ          (1.4.5) 
which implies  
                          1( ) ( )T Sµ µν ν
−Λ = Λ                     (1.4.6) 
That is  
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                 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U x U S xµ µ νν
− −Λ Ψ Λ = Λ Ψ Λ              (1.4.7) 
The left-hand-side of (1.4.7) equation can be expanded into 
      
3
1
0 [ ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) (antiparticle-term)]2
− ⋅= Λ Λ +∑∫ ip xdLHS U a p U u p ep µσ σ σ
p                      
(1.4.8) 
From equation (1.4.4), we have  
     †( ) | , ( ) ( , ) | 0U p U a pσ σΛ 〉 = Λ 〉 † 1( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) | 0U a p U Uσ −= Λ Λ Λ 〉  
                  † 1( ) ( , ) ( ) | 0U a p Uσ −= Λ Λ 〉                    (1.4.8a)                  
It is worth noting that in (1.4.8a), we have used the fact that the vacuum state | 0〉  
is assumed to be Lorentz invariant, i.e. ( ) | 0 | 0 .U Λ 〉 = 〉 . The assumption essentially 
implies that the vacuum state is the same for all inertial frames.     
From (1.3.4), we have  
( ) | ,U p σΛ 〉 = i †( ) ( , ) | 0D a pσ σ σ′ ′Λ Λ 〉                (1.4.8b) 
Comparing (1.4.8a) to (1.4.8b), we have 
     † 1( ) ( , ) ( )U a p Uσ −Λ Λ = i †( ) ( , )D a pσ σ σ′ ′Λ Λ              (1.4.9) 
Taking complex conjugate on both sides (note that i( )Dσ σ′ Λ  is unitary) we obtain  
      i1 1( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )U a p U D a pσσσ σ− − ′ ′Λ Λ = Λ Λ           (1.4.9a) 
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[ ( ) ( , ) ( , )
2







′= Λ Λ +∑∫ p antiparticle-term]       





[ ( ) ( , ) ( , )
2











0 [ ( ) ( , ) ( , )2







′= Λ Λ +∑ ∑∫ p antiparticle-term]  
(1.4.10) 
In the second step above, we have interchanged the dummy indices σ  andσ ′ .   
The right hand side of (1.4.7) is  
                     1[ ] ( )RHS S xµ ννψ−= Λ Λ  
     
3
1
0 [ ( , ) [ ] ( , ) antiparticle-term]2





σ σ− ⋅Λ= Λ +∑∫ p     






p x⋅ are Lorentz invariant, we have  
   
3
1
0 [ ( , ) [ ] ( , ) antiparticle-term]2





σ σ− ⋅= Λ Λ Λ +∑∫ p  (1.4.10a) 





0 0( , ) [ ] ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )2 2
ip x ip xd da p S u p e D a p u p e
p p
µ ν µ
ν σ σσ σ σ σ− ⋅ − ⋅′ ′Λ Λ Λ = Λ Λ∫ ∫p p  
   i1 1[ ] ( , ) ( ) ( , )S u p D u pµ ν µν σ σσ σ− − ′ ′Λ Λ = Λ  
Replacing 1−Λ →Λ  and p p→Λ  we have   
     i1 1[ ] ( , ) [ ( , )] ( , )S u p D p u pµ ν µν σ σσ σ− −′ ′Λ = Λ Λ Λ Λ               
Since the Lorentz transformation from pΛ  to p by 1−Λ  is exactly the inverse 
situation from p  to pΛ  by Λ , it must be true that i i 11( , ) ( , )p p−−Λ Λ Λ = Λ Λ . 
Thus, we have  
              i[ ] ( , ) [ ( , )] ( , )S u p D p u pµ ν µν σ σσ σ′ ′Λ = Λ Λ Λ             (1.4.11) 
We thus obtain an equation, which connects the representation of a Lorentz 
transformation in wave function space to its representation in internal space. This is 
called the Lorentz-Poincáre connection. The similarity transformation ( )ΛS µν can 
be constructed by using the representation of Poincáre group generators in the wave 
function space, and then based on Lorentz-Poincáre connection, one can explicitly 
compute the value of Wigner rotation i( )Dσ σ′ Λ .   
1.5 Massless particles   
This section follows Steven Weinberg’s work [5] and gives a general form of 
Wigner rotation for massless particles.  
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In the case of massless particles, we have 0m = . Since there is no rest frame 
associated with massless particle, a reference momentum may be simply chosen as 
a normalized momentum in a convenient direction. We would like to denote it as k  
rather than p , which normally refers to a general reference momentum. For 
simplicity, we will choose the direction of k  along the z  axis 
















µk                            (1.5.1)   
A little group element of µk  is then given by  
W k kµ ν µν =   
For a time-like four-vector t = (1, 0, 0, 0), such a Lorentz transformation must 
yield a four-vector Wt whose length and scalar product with W µk  = µk  are the 
same as those of t 
    
( ) ( ) 1
( ) 1
Wt Wt t t






= =                     (1.5.2) 







+⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
                          (1.5.3) 
while the first condition in (1.5.2) requires that 
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2 2
2
α βζ +=                        (1.5.4) 








ζ α β ζ
α αα β β β
ζ α β ζ
+ −⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
                    (1.5.5)          
on the vector µt .  This transformation will produce the effect on µt  as W µν . 
However, W µν is not necessarily the same as S
µ
ν , it may differ from S
µ
ν by a 
rotation [5]:  
                      ( , ) ( )W S Rα β θ=                         (1.5.6) 
where ( )R θ  is a passive rotation around z  axis by θ   
     
1 0 0 0
0 cos sin 0
( )
0 sin cos 0
0 0 0 1
R
θ θθ θ θ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
                    (1.5.7) 
Now, it can be shown that  
2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2
1 1 2 2
1 2 1 2
2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1
2 2
1 0
( , ) ( , )
0 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 1
2 2
S S
α α β β α α β βα α β β
α α α αα β α β β β β β
α α β β α α β β
⎛ ⎞+ + + + + ++ + + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ − −⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟+ − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ + + + + +−⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
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            2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )S S Sα β α β α α β β= = + +             (1.5.7a) 
and  
               1 2 2 1 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R R R R Rθ θ θ θ θ θ= = +                (1.5.8) 
This implies that the transformation S  and R  form Abelian subgroups of the 
little group separately. Furthermore, S  also forms an invariant subgroup of 
W µν in the sense 
 1( ) ( , ) ( ) ( cos sin , sin cos )R S R Sθ α β θ α θ β θ α θ β θ− = + − +       (1.5.9) 
From equations (1.5.8) and (1.5.9), we can work out the product of any group 
elements. The reader will recognize these multiplication rules are precisely those of 
the group ISO[2], consisting of translations (by a vector ( , )α β ) and rotations (by 
an angle θ ) in two dimensions.  
At this juncture, it is instructive to consider the generators of this little group. 
Infinitesimally, an element of the transformation group is given by 
    3( ( , , )) 1U W i A i B i Jθ α β α β θ= + + +              (1.5.10) 
where  





= − +                       (1.5.10a) 
From (1.5.10a), we see that generators satisfy the following commutation condition 
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[5]: 












                       (1.5.12)              
Since A and B  commute, one can find their common eigenstate, denoted by abλψ , 
with 









=                       (1.5.13) 
From (1.5.9), we have  
1
1
( ( )) ( ( )) cos sin
( ( )) ( ( )) sin cos
U R AU R A B
U R BU R A B
θ θ θ θ




= +             (1.5.14) 
If we now define  
1( ( ))ab abU R
θ





( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))
           ( ( ))( cos sin )




A U R U R AU R







ψ θ θ θ ψ







          (1.5.14b) 
Similarly we have   
         ( sin cos )ab abB a b
θ θ
λ λψ θ θ ψ= +                 (1.5.15) 
This implies continuous degree of freedom for both A and B  through the 
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dependence onθ . However, such degrees of freedom are not observed for massless 
particles. In order that the state is physical, the only possibility is that 0a b= = . 
These states are then only distinguished by their eigenvalues of 3J , namely, the 
helicity of the state, denoted byσ . 
It follows that the effect of a finite little group element will be ( , ) | ,i pe pσθ σΛ 〉  
                         ( , )( ) i pji ijD e
σθδ ΛΛ =                    (1.5.16) 
such that for massless particles, we have 
     ( , )( ) | , | ,i pU p e pσθσ σΛΛ 〉 = 〉                (1.5.17) 
Here, ( , )pθ Λ  is given by (1.3.3) and is the angle of Wigner rotation.   
To summarize briefly, we have considered all the components of little group of 
massless particles. In this case we found that, the little group has two abelian 
subgroups, one is a Wigner rotation, arising from Lorentz transformation; the other 
is analogous to a translation in two dimensional Euclidean space. Since the second 
component does not generate any physical observable, it can be identified as a 
gauge transformation of the underling electromagnetic field.  
According to Weinberg [5], the effect of Lorentz transformation for massless 
particles is represented by a Wigner rotation around the momentum vector, and this 
makes the situation much simpler than that of massive particles. However, one can 
also see a disadvantage of using little group to analyze massless particles, since it 
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restricts the internal variable to be the helicity while in many experiments, we may 
be more interested in other internal variables; for instance, in the case of photon, the 
linear polarization is also frequently measured. 
1.6 Non-uniqueness of Wigner rotation  
It was shown in section 1.3 that under a Lorentz transformation, the transformation 
of internal degree of freedom is characterized by a Wigner rotation; moreover, the 
value of the Wigner rotation can be obtained either by group theory or 
Lorentz-Poincáre connection. Notice that both methods involve defining a standard 
Lorentz transformation )( pL and a standard momentum state σ,p .  
In the following we would like to examine some issues associated with the 
calculation of the Wigner rotation. Let us examine equation (1.3.3). In this equation, 
the value of Wigner rotation is calculated using the value of standard Lorentz 
transformations ( )L p  and ( )L pΛ , and each of them corresponds to a standard state 
  
| , ( ( )) | ,
| , ( ( )) | ,
p U L p p




Λ 〉 = Λ 〉                  (1.6.1) 
However, it can be shown that the choices of these standard Lorentz 
transformations are not unique. Indeed, for the state | ,p σ 〉 , if one chooses a 
different Lorentz transformation    
                       ( ) ( ) ( )pL p R L pθ′ =                      (1.6.1a) 
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where ( )pR θ  can be a rotation around the momentum p by an arbitrary 
angleθ then ( ) | ,L p p σ′ 〉  will also give a proper simultaneous eigenstate of 
momentum and helicty operator. Similarly, there are also alternative standard 
Lorentz transformations for momentum pΛ given by 
                         ( ) ( ) ( )pL p R L pφΛ′ Λ = Λ                    (1.6.1b) 
where ( ) | ,L p p σ′ Λ 〉  is also a proper eigentstate of  momentum pΛ and helicity 
σ . Here ( )pR φΛ  is a rotation around pΛ . 
If we substitute (1.6.1a) and (1.6.1b) into equation (1.3.3), we obtain a new Wigner 
rotation 
    i 1 1 1( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))p pU L p U U L p U L p U R U U R U L pφ θ− − −Λ′ ′ ′Λ = Λ Λ = Λ Λ         
                                                            (1.6.1c) 
Since the two rotations are around different directions, θ  and φ  are both 
arbitrary and independent from each other, we can see that, generally speaking  
 i i1( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))U L p U U L p− ′Λ = Λ Λ ≠ Λ               (1.6.1d) 
That is, the value of Wigner rotation is not unique. Since the Wigner rotation is 
critical in transforming relativistic states, the non-uniqueness of Wigner rotation is 
problematic.  
It is interesting to note that there is in fact a third way of computing Wigner rotation 
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by using the 2-fold isomorphism between the orthochronous homogenous Lorentz 
group and the special linear group SL(2,C), given by Pawel Caban and Jakub 
Rembieliński [9] for massless particles. Here we give a short description of their 
work.  
First, they associate any 4-vector of null magnitude k to a unitary and Hermitian 
matrix κ  
                              k µ µκ σ=                        (1.6.2) 
where 0σ is the identity matrix.  
In the space of the matrixκ , the Lorentz transformation is represented by an 
element of SL(2,C) group 
   1( ) ( )A Aκ κ −′ = Λ Λ                     (1.6.3) 
Here the reference momentum is chosen to be (1,0,0,1)k µ = , and the 
corresponding matrix is 
       
2 0
0 0
κ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠                        (1.6.4) 
The standard Lorentz transformation is defined as 
                          kk L k=  with 1kL =                  (1.6.4a) 
The second equation implies that  
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    1kA =                        (1.6.4b) 
The little group transformation of κ is obtained by solving the equation 
         10 0( ) ( )A Aκ κ −= Λ Λ                    (1.6.5) 
For 0( )A Λ , the general solution takes the form 











⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
                    (1.6.6) 
where z  is an arbitrary complex number. The SL(2,C) representation of standard 
Lorentz transformation is obtained by solving the equation 
     1k kA Aκ κ −=                      (1.6.7) 
The result given in [9] is  
          
0 3 1 2
0 1 30 3
(1 )1
( ) 12 (1 )
k
k k k ik
A
k k ik kk k
⎛ ⎞+ − += ⎜ ⎟+ ++ ⎝ ⎠
         (1.6.8) 
They then consider a Lorentz transformationΛ applied to a momentum k , and the 
corresponding Wigner rotation is calculated using 
            1( , ) k kS k A AA
−
ΛΛ =                    (1.6.9) 
It is claimed by authors of [9] that this solution is unique. However, it can be shown 
that this is not true.  
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Indeed, let us consider equation (1.6.7). Let ( )kR θ be an arbitrary rotation around k, 
then in the SL[2,C] representation it takes the form   
      
3 1 2
1 2 3
ˆ ˆ ˆcos sin sin ( )
( )
ˆ ˆ ˆsin ( ) cos sin
k
ik i k ik
R
i k ik ik
θ θ θθ θ θ θ
⎛ ⎞− − −= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− + −⎝ ⎠
        (1.6.10) 
Next, consider the following quantity    
    1 1 1 0 1 10( )
i
k k k k k k k k k i kR A A R R k R R k R R k R k
µ µ
µ µθ κ σ σ σ σ− − − − −= = + =      
(1.6.10a)  
The above result is obtained by noting that i ik σ is the generator of kR and thus 
commutes with kR . We thus have  
  1 1( )k k k kR A A Rθ κ κ− − =                   (1.6.11) 
This shows that, if we redefine kA  as  
( ) ( )k k kA R Aθ θ′ =                   (1.6.11a) 
then ( )kA θ′ is also a valid solution of equation (1.6.7).  








A e A e
A





⎛ ⎞′ = ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
            (1.6.12) 
where (1,1)kA refers to the (1,1) element of kA . Notice that the determinant of the 
above matrix is 1, so it is also an element of the SL(2,C) group.  
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Finally, to satisfy the equation (1.6.4b), we may let  
                              | |k kθ = −                     (1.6.12a) 
our alternative kA  then takes the form   
     
| | | |




i k k i k k
k k
k i k k i k k
k k
A e A e
A




⎛ ⎞′ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
         (1.6.12b) 
In the case of k k= , we have ( )kA θ′ = 1kA = . We thus have constructed an 
alternative solution of (1.6.7) which satisfies the constraints imposed by the authors.                  
From the analysis above, it can be seen that the construction of standard Lorentz 
transformation based on the formulation in SL(2,C) also contains arbitrariness,  
hence the Wigner rotation, according to equation (1.6.9), is also not unique.     
1.7 Summary  
In conclusion, the effects of Lorentz transformation on relativistic one-particle 
states reduces to a Wigner rotation in the internal space, where the Wigner rotation 
can be either evaluated using little group, Lorentz-Poincáre connection or SL[2,C] 
representation. Particularly, for massless particles, we see that the internal variable 
just undergoes a phase shift under Lorentz transformation. However, we also found 
that the Wigner rotation is not well-defined due to the non-uniqueness of the basis 
of internal space, and a solution for this problem will be available in chapter 3.  
The next chapter is devoted to a classical manipulation of electromagnetic field, in 
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       Chapter 2  Classical theory of electromagnetic field 
This chapter starts with an introduction to the Maxwell’s equations and their 
solutions in the Coulomb gauge. The field is then given a Lorentz–covariant 
formalism. Finally, this chapter guides the reader through the development of 
various transformations on electric fields based on this covariant formalism.    
2.1 Maxwell’s equations 
In classical electrodynamics, the electric field E and magnetic field B generated by 
a charge densityρ and a current density j are determined by Maxwell’s equations 












                     (2.1.1)            
where the charge density ρ  and electric current density j  must satisfy the 
continuity equation 
     0∇⋅ + ∂ =tρj                    
To solve the second equation in (2.1.1), one can define a vector potential A such 
that  
       = ∇×B A                        (2.1.2) 
To solve the third equation, we can define a scalar potentialφ  
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        = −∇ − ∂ tφE A                     (2.1.3) 
Then the other two equations reduce to 
        
2 2
2




∂ −∇ −∇ ∇⋅ + ∂
∇ + ∂ ∇ ⋅ = −
A = j A
A
             (2.1.4) 
The potentials are deterministic up to a local gauge transformation  











                 (2.1.5) 
where ( , )tλ r  is an arbitrary function of space and time. 
There exist some manually chosen conditions for ( , )tλ r , the most important ones 
being the Lorentz gauge and the Coulomb gauge. In the Lorentz gauge, one has 
       ∇⋅A 0tφ+∂ =                      (2.1.6) 
and the equations of motion take the form  










                    (2.1.7) 
In the Coulomb gauge, on the other hand, one sets  
       ∇⋅A = 0                       (2.1.7a) 
In this gauge, the vector potential is purely transverse, and the equations of motion 
become 
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                  (2.1.7b) 
At this juncture, one sees that the Coulomb gauge actually can be obtained by 
imposing the condition tφ∂ = 0 on the Lorentz gauge. It is worth noting that the 
Coulomb gauge does not fully fix the potentials.  
In empty space, we have j = 0  and ρ = 0, we can then simply choose φ = 0. Under 
these conditions, the equation of motion becomes 
                           2 2( ) 0∂ −∇ =t A                     (2.1.7c) 
2.2 Solving equations in Coulomb gauge 
The equation (2.1.7c) can be solved in terms of a complete set of transverse mode 
functions, which satisfy the Coulomb gauge and equation of motion 
         
2 2
s( ) ( ) 0











                   (2.2.1) 
A possible choice of mode functions is 
          (| | )( , ) ( , ) − ⋅= i t rs t s e p ppu r pε                 (2.2.2) 
where ( , )spε  is a unit vector, and the second equation in (2.2.1) requires it to be 
perpendicular to the momentum 
      ( , ) 0⋅ =sp pε                      (2.2.3) 
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Here one should recognize that ( , )s tpu r represents an electromagnetic plane wave 
propagating with momentum p and vibrating longitudinally along ( , )sε p ; hence, 
( , )sε p is the polarization vector, which points along the direction of the electric 
field when t = 0 and r = 0. Moreover, since we know for each momentum p , there 
exist only two independent transverse directions; we can take the index s  to run 
from 1 to 2, and then an admissible choice would be  
                         
( ,1) ( , 2) 0






ε ε                     (2.2.4)   
By convention, we also have 
                          
( ,1) ( ,1)






ε ε                     (2.2.5) 
A most general solution of equation (2.1.7c) can be constructed as 
       
3
3/ 2 (| | ) * (| | )( , ) (2 ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( , ) ]
2 | |
i t i t
s
dt s b s e b s eπ − − ⋅ − − ⋅= +∑∫ p p r p p rpA r p p pp ε           
                                                             (2.2.6) 
Here the complex conjugates of the mode functions have been included so that 
( , )tA r is real. The coefficients 3/ 2(2 )−π  and 1
2 | |p
 are factored out for the 
convenience of quantization in the future.  
The corresponding electric field is given by 
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      3/ 2 3 (| | ) * (| | )| |( , ) (2 ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( , ) ]
2
i t i t
s
t i d s b s e b s eπ − − ⋅ − − ⋅= − −∑∫ p p r p p rpE r p p p pε  
                                                              (2.2.7) 
2.3 Lorentz covariant formalism 
In a covariant formalism, the scalar potential and the vector potential are taken 
together in the form of a 4-vector 
                           Aµ = (φ , A)                        (2.3.1) 
where the indexµ runs from 0 to 3 with 0 =A φ . 
The 4-vector potential has a gauge freedom inherited from the original vector 
potential and scalar potential 
     ( )A A xµ µ µλ→ − ∂                      (2.3.2) 
In this formulation, the Lorentz gauge takes the form 
      0Aµµ∂ =                          (2.3.3)           
And the Maxwell’s equations simplify to  
                             A Jµ µ=,                         (2.3.4) 
Here ,  is called d’Alembertian operator and J µ  is the 4-current. They are 
defined as  
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µ ρ j                         (2.3.5) 
with 0 =J ρ . 
In the case of a free field, equation (2.3.4) becomes 
 0Aµ =,                           (2.3.6) 
By further setting    
0 0A =                            (2.3.7) 
we obtain the Coulomb gauge.  
By adopting the Coulomb gauge, we actually require that a Lorentz transformation 
on the 4-vector potential is always accompanied by a proper gauge transformation 
such that the gauge condition is maintained, that is  
  ( ) ( ) ( )cA A x A x x
µ µ µ ν µ
ν λΛ ′⎯⎯→ Λ = Λ − ∂          (2.3.8)                 
Where ( )c xλ  is a particular gauge such that  
                              
0 0A′ =
′∇ ⋅A = 0                            (2.3.9) 
An explicit form of this transformation will be shown in the next section.  
One can see here the gauge fixing does cause some inconvenience, since we cannot 
treat Aµ  as a true 4-vector. A solution here is to define an anti-symmetric tensor, 
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called electromagnetic field tensor 
                         F A Aµν µ ν ν µ= ∂ − ∂                    (2.3.10) 
In terms of electric and magnetic fields, we have  












                     (2.3.11) 
the whole field tensor then takes the form 















                (2.3.11a) 
Under a Lorentz transformation, the tensor transforms as 
   
[ ( )] [ ( )]
( )
F F A A
A x A x
A A
F
µν µν µ ν ν
µ α ν β ν ν β µ α µ
α β β α





Λ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′⎯⎯→ = ∂ −∂
= Λ ∂ Λ −∂ −Λ ∂ Λ −∂
= Λ Λ ∂ −∂
= Λ Λ
    (2.3.12)         
Notice that we have accompanied the Lorentz transformation above by an arbitrary 
gauge transformation; our work shows that F µν  is a purely Lorentz-covariant 
tensor and is gauge-invariant.  
The Lagrangian density of free field is 
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      A 2 21 ( )
2
= −E B 1
4
F Fµν µν= −                 (2.3.13) 
which is a Lorentz scalar and also gauge-invariant. 
In the language of tensors, Maxwell’s equations read as   
F Jµν νµ∂ =                       (2.3.13a) 
where for free fields, they reduce to  
0F µνµ∂ =                       (2.3.13b) 
Now, if we define a new set of polarization vectors as 
( , ) (0, ( , ), ( , ), ( , ))1 2 3=p s s s sµε ε ε εp p p            (2.3.13c)   
then in terms of 4-coordinate and 4-momentum, the vector field (2.2.6) can be 





( ) (2 ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( , ) ]
2
ip x ip x
s
dA x p s b p s e b p s e
p
µ µπ ε− ⋅ − ⋅= +∑∫ p       (2.3.14)   
The corresponding electric field is 
0
3/ 2 3 *( ) (2 ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( , ) ]
2
ip x ip x
s
px i d s b p s e b p s eπ − ⋅ − ⋅= − −∑∫E p pε      (2.3.15)  
In a similar manner to the polarization vector, one can also define a              
4-component electric field as 
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1 2 3(0,  , , )=E E E E                     (2.3.15a) 
which will be frequently referred to in the future. In terms of 4-coordinates and 
4-momentum, it has the form 
0
3/ 2 3 *( ) (2 ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( , ) ]
2
ip x ip x
s
pE x i d p s b p s e b p s eπ ε− ⋅ − ⋅= − −∑∫ p     (2.3.15b) 
This result will be used in Chapter 3 when we quantize the electromagnetic field. 
2.4 Lorentz transformation of the field 
In some cases, we also want to know how the electric and magnetic fields transform 
under a general Lorentz transformation. We can find an explicit transformation of 
these two fields by first considering a unique decomposition ofΛ into the form 
     ( )ZR L Rα′Λ =                        (2.4.1) 
where R  and R′  are two rotations, and ( )ZL α  is a Lorentz boost along 
?
, with 
rapidityα .  
To see how this can be done, consider a frame S , with a Lorentz transformation 
Λ that brings us to a new frame S′ . The velocity of S′  in S  can be obtained by 
applying the inverse Lorentz transformation 1−Λ  to a time-like vector, which 
describes the velocity of the coordinate origin of S′ . This can be calculated by 
considering a massive particle of unit mass attached to the origin of S′  and 
evaluating its momentum in S.   
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Then, in the frame S , the particle has the momentum     






⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= Λ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
p                      (2.4.2) 
If we denote the direction of p  as  
      pˆ = (sin cos ,sin sin ,cos )θ φ θ φ θ             (2.4.3)   
and let  
      1 0cosh−= pα                     (2.4.4) 
then our Lorentz transformation can be decomposed into a boost along p  and a 
rotation 
                              ( ) ( )Λ = Λ Lω αp                   (2.4.5) 
where ( )ω Λ  is given by  
                               ( )ω Λ  = 1 ( )−ΛL αp                   (2.4.6) 
On the other hand, the boost ( )L αp can be uniquely decomposed into (see [6], 
chapter 10)  
    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= − −z y z y zL R R L R Rα φ θ α θ φp            (2.4.7) 
Substituting (2.4.7) into (2.4.5), we obtain  
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   ( )ωΛ = Λ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z y z y zR R L R Rφ θ α θ φ− −  
By denoting  
                         
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
=






ω φ θ                   (2.4.8) 
we arrive at equation (2.4.1).  
Thus, in order to transform the fields, we need to know how they transform under a 
boost in z  direction and arbitrary rotations. However, it is easy to see that under 
rotations, both electric field and magnetic field transform as a true spatial vector, 
that is  









                      (2.4.9) 
Therefore, we only need to find how the electric and magnetic fields transform 
under a boost in z  direction, which has the form  
 
cosh 0 0 sinh
0 1 0 0
( )
0 0 1 0





⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  
We have, using equation (2.3.12),  
1 2 2 1 3
1 2 3 2 1
2 1 3 2 1
3 1 2 2 1
0 cosh sinh cosh sinh
cosh sinh 0 cosh cosh
cosh sinh 0 sinh cosh
sinh cosh sinh cosh 0
⎛ ⎞− − − + −⎜ ⎟+ − +⎜ ⎟′ = ⎜ ⎟− −⎜ ⎟− − − +⎝ ⎠
F µν
α α α α
α α α α
α α α α
α α α α
E B E B E
E B B B E
E B B E B
E E B E B
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                                                             (2.4.10) 












               (2.4.11) 
and can be rewritten as  




cosh 0 0 0 sinh 0
0 cosh 0 sinh 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0






  (2.4.12) 
Denoting   
      1
cosh 0 0





⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
    2
0 sinh 0





⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 
                                                             (2.4.13) 
we have  
                     1 2( ) ( )′ = +M Mα αE E B                    (2.4.14) 
The advantage of this decomposition is that the matrices 1M  and 2M  depends 
only on the rapidity of boost.  
In the case of monochromatic plane waves (see [10]), in which   
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ˆ ˆ ˆ| | | |  ,  × =E = B E B p                    (2.4.15)              
we have, using the two equations above 
   
2 3 3 2
3 1 1 3




⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟= × = −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
p E p E
B p E p E p E
p E p E
                (2.4.16) 
Substituting (2.4.16) into (2.4.11), we obtain 
      
3 1 1 3





ˆ ˆ(cosh sinh ) sinh
ˆ ˆ(cosh sinh ) sinh
ˆ ˆcosh sinh 0 sinh






⎛ ⎞+ −⎜ ⎟′ = + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞+ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
p E p E





       
                                                         (2.4.17) 
Denoting  
      
3 1
3 1
ˆ ˆcosh sinh 0 sinh
ˆ ˆ( ) 0 cosh sinh sinh
0 0 1
⎛ ⎞+ −⎜ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
pM
α α α
α α α α
p p
p p     
                                                             (2.4.18) 
we have  
     ( )′ = pM αE E                   (2.4.19) 
One can repeat the above steps for B field. However, by examining the explicit 
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form of new magnetic field in (2.4.10), we note that the B field undergoes the same 




( ) ( )
ˆ   ( ) ( )













                (2.4.20) 
Thus, under a Lorentz transformation, the electric and magnetic fields transform 
according to the following rules: 
     1 2
1 2
[ ( ) ( ) ] ( )
[ ( ) ( ) ] ( )
′ ′ ′= + =
′ ′ ′= − =
Rp
Rp
R M R M R R M R
R M R M R R M R
α α α
α α α
E E B E
B B E B
       (2.4.21) 
It is worth noting that the magnitude of E and B fields will change under a Lorentz 
boost. For example, for a boost in z  direction, using equation (2.4.11) and the 
fact | | | |E = B  , we have  
     
1 2 2 2 1 2 3 2
3 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1
2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2
3 2 2 1 2 2 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(cosh sinh ) (cosh sinh ) ( )
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ     ( ) cosh ( ) sinh ( ) 2sinh cosh
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ         cosh ( ) sinh ( ) 2sinh cosh
ˆ ˆ ˆ     ( ) cosh [( ) ( ) ] si
α α α α
α α α α
α α α α
α
′ = + + − +
= + + − +
+ +
= + + +
2
2
E E B E B E
E
E E B E B
E B E B
E E E 2 1 2 2 2
1 2 2 1
2 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 2
3 2 3 2 2 3 2
2 2 3 2
ˆ ˆnh [( ) ( ) ]
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ         2sinh cosh ( )
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ     cosh [( ) ( ) ( ) ] sinh [( ) ( ) ( ) ]
ˆ ˆˆ         2sinh cosh sinh ( ) sinh ( )








= + + + + + +
− +
= + − −
B B
E B E B
E E E B B B
p E B
E B3 2 3ˆ) ] 2sinh coshα α+ p
 
Now, since Eˆ , Bˆ  and pˆ  form a right coordinate system, we have  
    3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) 1+ + = + + =E B pE B p z z z                
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or  
                      3 2 3 2 3 2ˆ ˆ ˆ1 ( ) ( ) ( )− − =E B p                  (2.4.21a) 
We then have  
2 2 3 2 3 3 2ˆ ˆ ˆcosh sinh ( ) 2sinh cosh (cosh sinh )
     
′ = + + = +α α α α α α
2
2
E p p p
E  
or  
     3ˆ| | cosh sinh | |′ = +α αE p E                 (2.4.22) 
which says that under a Lorentz boost along direction
?
, the magnitude of an 
electric field is magnified by a factor 3ˆcosh sinh+α αp . 
The direction of the new electric field is then  





                       (2.4.22a) 
We can generalized
ˆ
′E to a 4-vector following (2.3.15a): 
     
1 21 2
2 1 3 2 1
3 3
0 00
ˆ ˆ ˆcosh sinhcosh sinh1 1ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆˆcosh sinh| | cosh sinh cosh sinh
ˆ ˆ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′ ++⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′ = = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′ − +′ −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟′ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
E
α αα α




E E BE B
E BE pE E B
EE E
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1 2 1 1 3 3 1
3 3





ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆcosh sinh cosh sinh ( )
ˆ ˆcosh sinh cosh sinh
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆcosh sinh cosh sinh ( )
ˆ ˆcosh sinh cosh sinh
ˆ ˆ
ˆcosh sinh cosh
α α α α
α α α α
α α α α
α α α α
α α α
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟+ + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ +⎜ ⎟= =− − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠
E B E E p E p
p p




⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠p
 







ˆ ˆcosh sinh 
ˆsinh coshˆcosh









      


















        (2.4.23) 




















0cosh 0 0 sinh
ˆ0 1 0 0
ˆ0 0 1 0
sinh 0 0 cosh ˆ























cosh 0 0 sinh 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
sinh 0 0 cosh







so (2.4.23) simplifies to  
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L pE E D L E L E L E
L p
′⎯⎯→ = = −          (2.4.24)                 
It is worth noting that this transform can also describe the rotation of the field:       
     0 0ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
R RpE E D R E RE RE
Rp
′⎯⎯→ = = −          (2.4.24a)   
since the second term is trivially zero.   
Thus, for a general Lorentz transformation, the direction of the electric field 
transforms as   









ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ ˆ           ( ) ( )[ ( ) ]
( )
ˆ ˆ           ( )[ ( ) ]
( )
ˆ ˆ           ( )
( )










E D E D R L R E D R D L D R E
RpD R D L RE RE
Rp
L RpD R L RE L RE
L Rp








Λ= Λ − Λ Λ
      
                                                       (2.4.25) 
Besides examining the transformation of a single E field, it is also useful to 
investigate the relative orientations of the E field with the momentum. In particular, 





1 2 2 1 3 2
3
1 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 1 3
1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3
cosh sinh cosh sinh
sinh cosh
        cosh ( ) sinh ( ) sinh
        cosh ( ) sinh sinh
        cosh






⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟′ ′⋅ = + − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠
= + + + − +




E p E B E B E p
p
E p E p E p B p B p E
E p E p E p E E
E p
 
(2.4.26)                    
That is, a transverse wave remains transverse in a new frame.     
It is also instructive to examine the relative angle between two electric fields. For 
example, we consider the case where E is paired by another electric field which is 
equal to B. For convenience, we denote  






                         (2.4.27) 
So that 1E  and 2E  are perpendicular to each other and are both transverse to the 
momentum. Under Lorentz transformation, 2E transforms to    















                 (2.4.28) 
where 1B  is the magnetic field corresponding to 1E , and is given by 1ˆ ×p E . For 
2E , denote the corresponding magnetic field as 2B , which is given as 2 1= −B E , 
we have  
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1 2 1 2
2 2 1 1
2 1 2 1
2 2 2 1 1
3 3
2 1
cosh sinh cosh sinh
cosh sinh cosh sinh
α α α α
α α α α
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟′ = − = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
E B B E
E E B B E
E B
     (2.4.29) 








1 2 2 1 3 2 1





1 2 2 1 3 2 1





   
cosh sinh
cosh sinh cosh sinh cosh sinh
cosh sinh
cosh sinh cosh sinh cosh sinh
cosh sinh
α α
α α α α α α
α α
α α α α α α
α α
′ ′⋅
⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟= + − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠




E B E B E B E
B
B E
E B E B E B E
B






    
  0=                                                            (2.4.30) 
That is, if two electric fields are orthogonal to each other, they remain to be 
orthogonal to each under any Lorentz transformation. 
It is also interesting to examine how the eigenfunctions of the helicity operator (see 
(1.1.7)) transforms under Lorentz transformations. To this end, we start by 
considering the complex fields 











⎛ ⎞±⎜ ⎟= ± = ±⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟±⎝ ⎠
E B
E E E E B
E B
               (2.4.31)                 
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It is pointed out in [13] that these fields form the eigenfunctions of the helicity 
operator, namely  










                     (2.4.32) 
We first examine the effect of a boost in z  direction for +E : 
      
1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1
1 2 1 1 1 1
3 3
1 1
cosh sinh cosh sinh
cosh sinh cosh sinhi i
α α α α
α α α α+
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟′ ′ ′= + = − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
E B B E
E E E E B B E
E B
  
               
1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1
1 1 1 1
3 3
1 1
cosh sinh cosh sinh
cosh sinh cosh sinh




α α α α
α α α α
E B B E
E B B E
E B
     (2.4.33)         
The helicity operator is now  







( ) ˆ ˆ 0
J J i
p′





         (2.4.34) 
where  























p                (2.4.35) 
A somewhat tedious but straightforward calculation shows that  
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 ′ + +′ ′=Jp E E                          (2.4.36) 
Now, we have 














Together with equation (2.4.36), we can conclude that  
                         1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ′ ′ ′× =E E p                          (2.4.37) 
That is, 1,  ′ ′2E E  and ′p  have a space orientation which is equivalent to 1 2,E E  
and p . Since 1 2− = − iE E E  is a negative helicity eigenfunction for momentum p, 
it can be safely concluded that  1 2−′ ′ ′= − iE E E  must be also a negative helicity 
eigenfunction for momentum ′p . That is 
                            ′ − −′ ′= −Jp E E                          (2.4.38) 
Alternatively, one can also generalize ±E  to a 4-vector and transform them as      
            
1 2
0
1 2 1 2 0
0




( ) ( )( )
  ( ) [ ( )]
( )
  ( ) [ ( )]
( )
  ( ) ( )
1 1  ( ) ( )
ˆ ˆcosh sinh cosh sinh




E E D E D E iE
pE iE E iE
p
pE iE E iE
p
D E iD E
M E i M E
M E





⎯⎯→ = Λ = Λ +
Λ= Λ + + Λ + Λ
Λ= Λ ± + Λ ± Λ







             3ˆcosh sinh
E
α α
±′= + p                               (2.4.39)      
This says that under the action of ( )ΛD , the helicity eigenfunction remains an 
eigenfunction with the same eigenvalue.  
Before concluding this section, we would like to examine some implications of 
above analysis to the field potentials. Let us start by considering the effect of 
Lorentz transformation on polarization vectors. 
In 1985, D. Han etc [4] have managed in constructing a unitary representation of a 
Lorentz boost for polarization vectors in the Coulomb gauge. In their analysis, the 
polarization vectors are somewhat treated as mathematical entities, and the effect of 
a Lorentz boost is shown to produce a rotation. However, we have shown in section 
(2.2) that polarization vectors are actually normalized electric fields, thus should 
transform under the action of ( )ΛD . We have also shown that, under this 
transformation, the magnitude of an electric field is invariant, and two orthogonal 
fields remain orthogonal, and their cross product remains to be parallel to the new 
momentum (this implies the Coulomb gauge is maintained); therefore, under the 
action of ( )ΛD , the polarization vectors in the current frame become the 
polarization vectors in the desired frame, that is 
    ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )p s D p s p sε ε εΛ⎯⎯→ Λ = Λ            (2.4.40) 











    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
(2 ) ( ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( , ) ]
2
( ( , ))(2 ) [ ( , ) ( ) ][ ( , ) ( , ) ]
( )2
( (( ) (2 )
2
ip x ip x
s
ip x ip x
s
s
A x A x D A x
d D p s b p s e b p s e
p
















− ⋅ − ⋅
− ⋅ − ⋅
−
′ ′⎯⎯→ = Λ
= Λ +









, )) ( ) [ ( , ) ( , ) ]
( )
ip x ip xs p b p s e b p s e
p
µ ⋅ − ⋅Λ +Λ
   
                                                            (2.4.41) 
Comparing the above expression with (2.3.8), we have 




( , ))( ) (2 ) ( ) [ ( , ) ( , ) ]
( )2
− ⋅ − ⋅Λ∂ = Λ +Λ∑∫ ip x ip xc s
d p sx p b p s e b p s e
pp
µ µελ π p       
                                                             (2.4.42) 
The coefficients ( , )b p s  and *( , )b p s can be obtained by Fourier transform of the 
vector potential, and are calculated in section (3.1). It turns out that ( )c xλ  explicitly 
depends on , tA A∂  and x .  
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have solved Maxwell’s equations in terms of plane waves. 
Moreover, based on a covariant formalism, we have developed a set of 
transformations for electric and magnetic fields, and in particular, we showed that 
for plane waves, two orthogonal E fields remain orthogonal under Lorentz 
transformation; while helicity eigenfunctions remain to be helicity eigenfunctions in 
a new frame. As a byproduct, we have also found an explicit form of the gauge 
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transformation which preserves the Coulomb gauge.  
In the next chapter, we quantize the electromagnetic field and provide the 














                    Chapter 3  Free Photon states 
This chapter seeks to give a covariant and gauge-invariant quantization of the 
electromagnetic field for free space. Using the curvature tensor, which is a rank two 
tensor, we consider the mode functions associated with this tensor. We also examine 
the transformation properties of these functions and show how the massless state 
transforms under Lorentz transformations. This has a direct bearing on the 
Wigner-angle issue. Finally we also consider the effect of Lorentz transformations 
on entangled states.    
3.1 Canonical quantization in Coulomb gauge 
The Lagrangian density of a free electromagnetic field is  
                      A 2 21 ( )
2
= −E B 1
4
F Fµν µν= −                 (3.1.1) 
To obtain the equation of motion from the action principle, we should use the vector 
potential Aµ  as the field variable. The Lagrangian density then reads 
            A  = 1 ( )
2
A A Aµ ν ν µ µ ν− ∂ − ∂ ∂                  (3.1.2) 
From which we obtain   






π ∂= = −∂ ∂
A                    (3.1.3)                 
The equation of motion is then  
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π ∂∂ − =∂
A                      (3.1.4) 
Since the Lagrangian density does not contain explicit Aν terms, the last term on the 
left hand side is zero, and we have  
       0F µνµ∂ =                         (3.1.5) 
Thus, we correctly recover Maxwell’s equations for free space.                 
The canonical conjugate to Aµ  is  
                        0 0
0( )
∂= −∂ ∂ FA
ν ν
ν
π                     (3.1.6) 
Since 00π  is always zero, it is not a dynamical variable, implying that 0A  is not a 
dynamical variable too. We are thus only left with kA . Raising its index to
kA , the 
corresponding canonical conjugate is  
              0 0= = −k k kFπ E                       (3.1.7) 
To quantize the electromagnetic field, we first fix a gauge such that the Poisson 
brackets can be calculated, which then leads to the commutation relations between 
field operators. A good choice is the Coulomb gauge, since in this gauge, the vector 
potential is chosen to be parallel to the electric field. 
First, we need to Fourier transform the vector potential and electric field. Using 







3/ 2 3 ( ) * ( ) 3
0
0
3/ 2 3 3 ( )
0
* 3 ( )
3/ 2
   ( ) ( , )
(2 ) ( , ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( , ) ]
2
(2 ) ( , ) ( , )[ ( , ) ( )
2
   ( , ) ( ) ]
(2 ) ( , ) ( ,
ip x
i p q x i p q x
i p q t
i p q t
d p A x p s e
pd q p s b q e b q e d
q







π ε τ ε τ τ
π ε τ ε τ δ
τ δ
π ε τ ε
⋅















*) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )s b p p p s b p
τ
τ ε τ ε τ− + ⋅∑
 
Notice that the symbol “ ⋅ ” now indicates a Lorentz scalar product. From equation 
(2.2.4) and (2.2.5), with the Coulomb gauge, we have  
( , ) ( , )            ( , ) ( , ) ( 1)⋅ = − − ⋅ = − ss sp p s p p sτ τε τ ε δ ε τ ε δ      (3.1.7a) 
The above integration then becomes  
       3 0 3/ 2 *1( ) ( , ) (2 ) [( 1) ( , ) ( , )]
2
ip x sd p A x p s e b p s b p sε π⋅ −⋅ = − − −∫ r   (3.1.8) 
Similarly, using (2.3.15b), one finds  
      3 3/ 2 * *
0
1 ( ) ( , ) (2 ) [ ( , ) ( 1) ( , )]
2
ip x sid E x p s e b p s b p s
p
ε π⋅ −⋅ = − − − −∫ r  (3.1.9) 
The coefficients are then given by   
 
* 3/ 2 3 0 3
0
3/ 2 0 3 3
0
1 1( , ) (2 ) [ ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ]
2
1 1( , ) (2 ) [ ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ]
2
− ⋅ ⋅
− − ⋅ − ⋅
= ⋅ − ⋅
= − ⋅ − ⋅
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
ip x ip x
ip x ip x
b p s i E x p s e d p A x p s e d
p







                                                            (3.1.10) 
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The derivatives of the coefficients with respect to the physical canonical fields, 








( , ) (2 ) ( ) ( , )
( ) 2 ( )
             (2 ) ( ) ( , )
2 ( )













b p s p A x p s e d
x x
p x s e d
x
p s e










      (3.1.11) 







( , ) (2 ) ( ) ( , )
( ) 2 ( )
             (2 ) ( ) ( , )
2 ( )













b p s pi E x p s e d
x x
pi x s e d
x
pi s e










      (3.1.12) 






( , ) ( , )[ ] (2 ) ( , )
( ) ( ) 2
( , ) ( , ) 1[ ] (2 ) ( , )







b p s b p s p s e
x x
b p s b p s i s e
x x p
δ δ πδ δ







       (3.1.13) 
Using these derivatives, we can compute the first of the three Poisson brackets:          









( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ){ ( , ), ( , )} [ ]
                             (2 ) ( , ) ( , )( )
2
                             ( ) ( , ) ( , )(
2
− − + ⋅
= ⋅ − ⋅
= ⋅ −




i p q x
b p s b q b p s b qb p s b q d








A E E A
p q r
p q p q
ε ε
ε ε 0 )q




0 0( ) ( , ) ( , )( )2
0




δ τp q p qε ε           (3.1.14) 








( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ){ ( , ), ( , )} [ ]
                              [ ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ]
2
                              ( , ) ( , )
= ⋅ − ⋅
= − ⋅ − + ⋅ −
= − ⋅
∫P B b p s b q b q b p sb p s b q d
i p qs s
q p
i s
δ δ τ δ τ δτ δ δ δ δ
τ δ τ δ
τ δ
r
A E A E
p q q p q p q p
p q




                              ( )
−
= − − si τδ δ
q p
p q
                                                            (3.1.15) 
Finally, the Poisson bracket between * *( , ) and ( , )b p s b q τ  also vanishes since   
   * * *. .{ ( , ), ( , )} { ( , ), ( , )} 0= =P B P Bb p s b q b p s b qτ τ      (3.1.15a) 
To quantize the field, we replace the coefficients by their corresponding operators  
     ( , ) ( , )→b p s b p s      *( , )b p s → † ( , )b p s  
and impose the following commutation relations  
.




[ ( , ), ( , )] { ( , ), ( , )} 0
[ ( , ), ( , )] { ( , ), ( , )} 0




b p s b q i b p s b q
b p s b q i b p s b q
b p s b q i b p s b q τ
τ τ
τ τ
τ τ δ δ
= =
= =
= = −p q
   (3.1.16) 
The corresponding vector potential operator is  
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= +∑∫ ip x
s
dA x p s b p s e
p
µ µπ εp †( , ) ]− ⋅ip xb p s e    (3.1.17) 
and the corresponding electric field operator is  
     ( ) =k xE
0




pi d s b p s eπ − ⋅− −∑∫ p pε †( , ) ]− ⋅ip xb p s e  (3.1.17a) 
Imposing the condition (3.1.16) to them, we obtain the equal time commutation 
relation  
            [ ( , ), ( , )] ( )′ ′= −j k Tjkt t iδE r A r r r               (3.1.18) 
where ( )′−Tjkδ r r is the transverse projection of 3( )′−jkδ δ r r , and is defined as 
                 3/ 2 3 2( ) (2 ) ( )| |
− ⋅′− = −∫ i jT i rjk jkd eδ π δ pp pr r p p          (3.1.19) 
It satisfies  
             ( ) ( ) 0′ ′∂ − = ∂ − =j T k Tjk jkδ δr r r r                 (3.1.20) 
which is consistent with Gauss’ law in free space 0∇⋅ =E and the Coulomb gauge 
0∇⋅ =A .  
The Hamiltonian density of a free electromagnetic field is 
                      2 2 2
2 2
( ) ( ) ( )
1       ( )
2





Ath x x xE A
E E B
E B
                  (3.1.20a) 
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Hence the Hamiltonian of the field is  
              2 2 3
1 ( )
2
= ∫ +H dE B r                   (3.1.20b) 
The magnetic field B takes the form of                                           









= ∇× +∑∫ ip x
s
d s b p s e
p
π p pε †( , ) ]− ⋅ip xb p s e  (3.1.21)       
Substituting (3.1.21) and (3.1.17a) into (3.1.20b), we obtain 
† 0 3( , ) ( , ) infinite-term= ∫ +∑
s
H a p s a p s p d p           (3.1.21a) 
The infinite term corresponds to the zero-point energy. In most situations, we are 
usually interested in the energy differences, and the standard prescription is to 
normal order the Hamiltonian which amounts to dropping this term: 
                    † 0 3( , ) ( , )= ∫∑
s
H a p s a p s p d p                  (3.1.22) 
The expression says that the total energy is the sum over the field quanta of 
energy 0p , called photons, weighted by †( , ) ( , )a p s a p s .Therefore, †( , ) ( , )a p s a p s  
can be regarded as an operator measuring the number of the energy quanta 
                      †( , ) ( , ) ( , )=N p s a p s a p s                   (3.1.23) 
More specially, since ( , )p sε is a vector for linearly polarized waves, ( , )N p s then 
measures the number of photons with momentum p and linear polarization s . 
Further, as opposed to anti-commutation relations, since the operators satisfy 
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commutation relations, photons are bosons.  




( , ) ( , ) | 0 ( , ) | 0 |1
( , ) | 0 0
( , ) | | 1




N p s a p s a p s
a p s
a p s n n n
a p s n n n
〉 = 〉 = 〉
〉 =
〉 = − 〉
〉 = + + 〉
            (3.1.24) 
where | 〉 psn is a state in which there are n photons of momentum p and 
polarization s . Moreover, ( , )a p s is the annihilation operator and †( , )a p s is the 
creation operator.  
3.2 Lorentz transformation of the field 
In the following, we will examine the effect of Lorentz transformations on relevant 
field in the Coulomb gauge. First, we define two new polarization vectors  
      1 1( ,1) [ ( ,1) ( ,2)]      ( , 1) [ ( ,1) ( ,2)]
2 2
= + − = −e p p i p e p p i pε ε ε ε   (3.2.1) 
The first one describes a left circularly polarized field while the second describes a 
right circularly polarized field. In fact, they are the normalized helicity 
eigenfunctions. Next define the operators 
   1 1( ,1) [ ( ,1) ( ,2)]     ( , 1) [ ( ,1) ( ,2)]
2 2
= − − = +a p b p ib p a p b p ib p  (3.2.2) 
In terms of new polarization vectors and new operators, the vector potential field 
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and the electric field take the form of      




( ) (2 ) [ ( , ) ( , )
2
− ⋅= +∑∫ ip xdA x a p e p epµ µσπ σ σ
p † * ( , ) ]− ⋅ip xa e p eµ σ  
    
0
3/ 2 3( ) (2 ) [ ( , ) ( , )
2
− ⋅= −∑∫ ip xpE x i d a p e p eµ µσπ σ σp † * ( , ) ]− ⋅ip xa e p eµ σ  (3.2.3)  
where σ  takes the values 1± .  
Now, suppose the field is defined in a frame S , and we want to transform the field 
to another frame S′  which is connected to S byΛ  
   S SΛ ′⎯⎯→                          (3.2.4) 
In section (1.4), we have shown that the transformation of a relativistic field is 
related to the transformation of the mode function and is given by (1.4.7). For 
electromagnetic field, we have also found an explicit transformation for the mode 
function, given in (2.4.25). We thus know the electromagnetic field transforms as  
    1 1   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )cA x A x A x x D A x
µ µ µ ν µ µ ν




(2 ) [ ( , ) ( ) ( , )
2
ip xd a p D e p e
p
µ ν
νπ σ σ− − ⋅Λ= Λ∫ p † 1 *( , ) ( ) ( , ) ]ip xa p D e p eµ ννσ σ− − ⋅Λ+ Λ                 
(3.2.5) 
We have shown how the field transforms in Coulomb gauge. However, we know 
that the whole theory should be invariant under any gauge transformation; hence the 
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Lorentz transformation of the field should also be companied by 
              1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A x A x A x xµ µ µ ν µν λΛ −′⎯⎯→ = Λ Λ − ∂          (3.2.6) 
Here ( )xλ can be any local operators. To obtain a Lorentz covariant formalism, we 
can follow (2.3.10) and consider  
         F A Aµν µ ν ν µ= ∂ − ∂                       (3.2.7) 
Under a Lorentz transformation, it transforms as  
          
,
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1
    ( ) ( )
[( ) ( ) ] [( ) ( ) ]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
   ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
   (
F x F x
A x A x
A x A x
F x
λµν µν
µ ν β ν ν µ α µ
β α
µ ν α β ν µ β α
α β β α
ν β µ µ β ν
β β
µ ν αβ ν β µ ν β µ






− − − −
− −
− − − −
−
′⎯⎯→ Λ
′ ′= ∂ Λ Λ −∂ −∂ Λ Λ −∂
= Λ Λ ∂ Λ − Λ Λ ∂ Λ +
Λ ∂ ∂ − Λ ∂ ∂




( ) ( ) ( )F x
ν β µ µ ν µ β ν
β ν µ β
µ ν αβ
α β
λ δ δ λ−
− −
∂ ∂ − Λ ∂ ∂
= Λ Λ Λ
                         
                                                              (3.2.8) 
Here we demonstrated that F µν  is actually a rank-two tensor operator. In terms of 




(2 ) { ( , )[ ( , ) ( , )]
2
v ip xdF i a p p e p p e p e
p
µ µ ν ν µ
σ
π σ σ σ− ⋅= − +∑∫ p  
                † * *( , )[ ( , ) ( , )]v ip xa p p e p p e p eν µ µσ σ σ − ⋅− }          (3.2.8a) 
If we define a new coefficient function as  
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3
2(2 ) [ ( , ) ( , )]vf i p e p p e pµ µ ν ν µπ σ σ−= −            (3.2.9) 
Then the fields reduce to 
    
3
0
( ) [ ( , ) ( , )
2
⋅= +∑∫v v ip xdF x a p f p epµ µσ σ σ
p † *( , ) ( , ) ]− ⋅v ip xa p f p eµσ σ  (3.2.10)   
In section (2.4), we have shown that the helicity is invariant under Lorentz 
transformations, thus the new coefficient function transforms as     







( , ) (2 ) [( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )]
                                   (2 ) [ ( , ) ( , )]
                                   (2 ) [ ( , )
v vf f p i p e p p e p
i p e p p e p
i p e p p
µ µ µ ν ν µ
µ α ν β ν β µ α
α β β α
µ α ν β ν β µ
α β β α






⎯⎯→ Λ = Λ Λ − Λ Λ
= Λ Λ −Λ Λ




                                   { (2 ) [ ( , ) ( , )]}
                                   ( , )
e p
i p e p p e p
f p
α







−= Λ Λ −
= Λ Λ
   
(3.2.11) 
Suppose now vF µ  is defined in frame S , then in frame S′ , according to (3.2.8), it 
will take the form of 
  1 1( ) ( ) ( )vF F xµ µ ν αβα β




( ) ( ) [ ( , ) ( , )
2
− − ⋅Λ= Λ Λ +∑∫ ip xd a p f p epµ ν αβα β σ σ σ




( ) ( ) [ ( , ) ( , )
2( )





σ σ− − ⋅Λ= Λ Λ Λ Λ +Λ∑∫





[ ( , )( ) ( ) ( , )
2( )
ip xd a p f p e
p
µ ν α β τρ
α β τ ρσ σ− − ⋅Λ= Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ +Λ∫
p  
† 1 1 *( , )( ) ( ) ( , ) ]− − − ⋅Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ ip xa p f p eµ ν α β τρα β τ ρσ σ  
3
0
[ ( , ) ( , )
2( )
⋅Λ= Λ +Λ∫ v ip x
d a p f p e
p
µσ σp † *( , ) ( , ) ]− ⋅Λ Λv ip xa p f p eµσ σ  
3
0
0 2( ) [ ( , ) ( , )2( )
⋅Λ= Λ Λ +Λ∫ v ip xd p a p f p ep µσ σp † *( , ) ( , ) ]− ⋅Λ Λv ip xa p f p eµσ σ  
3
0
0 2( ) [ ( , ) ( , )2
⋅= Λ Λ +∫ v ip xd p f p e a pp µ σ σp † *( , ) ( , ) ]− ⋅Λ Λv ip xa p f p eµσ σ   
                     (3.2.12) 
In the third step above, we have changed the variable p to pΛ , and in the last step, 






 is Lorentz invariant. On the other hand, as an 
operator, the field transforms as 




( ) [ ( , ) ( , )
2
⋅= Λ +∫ v ip xdU a p f p ep µσ σ
p † *( , ) ( , ) ]− ⋅v ip xa p f p eµσ σ †( )U Λ  
3
† † † *
0
[ ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ]
2





= ∫ d ppp †( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ⋅Λ Λ +v ip xU a p U f p eµσ σ  
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† † *( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ]− ⋅Λ Λ v ip xU a p U f p eµσ σ                             (3.2.13)   
                                                                           
If we compare (3.2.12) to (3.2.13), we have  







( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
( )( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
pU a p U a p
p




ΛΛ Λ = Λ
ΛΛ Λ = Λ
           (3.2.14) 
That is, under unitary transformation ( )U Λ , the operators ( , )a p σ and †( , )a p σ in 
frame S  transforms to the operators ( , )a p σΛ and †( , )a p σΛ in frame S′  
respectively subject to normalization.  
Now, in frame S , define 
  †| , ( , ) | 0p a pσ σ〉 = 〉                   (3.2.15) 
And in frame S′ , define 
 †| , ( , ) | 0p a pσ σΛ 〉 = Λ 〉                 (3.2.16) 
We have  
                     
0
0
( )( ) | , | ,pU p p
p
σ σΛΛ 〉 = Λ 〉              (3.2.17) 
If we compare this with (1.5.17), which is obtained using little group formalism, we 
see that there is actually no Wigner rotation for the photon helicity states. More 
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precisely, there is no need to talk about the Wigner rotation for this case. The reason 
is that we have taken the reference frame into account explicitly, and our states are 
now defined with respect to a particular frame.  
In fact, this approach has its advantage in describing real experiments. In real 
experiments, the frame S can be our current frame, and S′ is any desired frame in 
which we want to perform a new measurement.  
Finally, it is trivial to see that the results above also apply to linearly polarized 
states. Indeed,   







( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
( )( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
pU b p s U b p s
p
pU b p s U b p s
p
ΛΛ Λ = Λ
ΛΛ Λ = Λ
         (3.2.17a) 
and thus 
            
0
0
( )( ) | , | ,pU p s p s
p
ΛΛ 〉 = Λ 〉                (3.2.18) 
3.3 Photon states entangled in polarizations 
An important application of the results in the last section is to examine the 
entanglement between photons. Let us consider two photons entangled with respect 
to their helicities. To construct such a state properly, we note that photons have two 
important properties. First, we know that photons are bosons, so their states must be 
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symmetric. Second, the equation of motion is invariant under a mirror reflection. 
Let us consider two photons of the same frequency and moving in the same 
direction. If we place a mirror parallel to the motion of the photons, then the 
reflected momentum remains the same, but the helicity will reverse, so a photon 
must be paired to a photon of the opposite helicity. With this two facts we can write 
                 1| (| ,1 | , 1 | , 1 | ,1 )
2
〉 = 〉 − 〉+ − 〉 〉p p p pψ             (3.3.1) 
This is a maximally entangled state and in which the Bell inequality is maximally 
violated.  
Under a Lorentz transformation, the state transforms to  
  0
0
1| | ( ( ) | ,1 ( ) | , 1 ( ) | , 1 ( ) | ,1 )
2
1 ( )                       (| ,1 | , 1 | , 1 | ,1 ])
2
Λ ′〉⎯⎯→ 〉 = Λ 〉 Λ − 〉 + Λ − 〉 Λ 〉
Λ= Λ 〉 Λ − 〉+ Λ − 〉 Λ 〉
U p U p U p U p
p p p p p
p
ψ ψ
  (3.3.2) 
One can see that, in new frame, the state is still maximally entangled with respect to 
their helicities; consequently, the Bell inequality is still maximally violated.  
In terms of the linearly polarized eigenstates, the state |ψ 〉  (in (3.3.1)) can be 
rewritten as  
  1| (| ,1 | ,1 | ,2 | ,2 )
2
〉 = 〉 〉+ 〉 〉p p p pψ               (3.3.3) 
which is also maximally entangled.  
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Under a Lorentz transformation, we have  
   0
0
1| | ( ( ) | ,1 ( ) | ,1 ( ) | , 2 ( ) | , 2 )
2
1 ( )                       (| ,1 | ,1 | , 2 | , 2 )
2
U p U p U p U p
p p p p p
p
ψ ψΛ ′〉 ⎯⎯→ 〉 = Λ 〉 Λ 〉 + Λ 〉 Λ 〉
Λ= Λ 〉 Λ 〉+ Λ 〉 Λ 〉
 
                                                            (3.3.4) 
which shows that the new state is also maximally entangled in linear polarization.  
The analysis above can be easily extended to a more general case. We can conclude 
that, for two photons which are maximally entangled in either linear polarization or 
helicity, they remain maximally entangled in a new frame.   
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter we have analyzed the effect of Lorentz transformations on 
one-particle states by considering the Lorentz transformations of a quantized field. 
In particular, we show that the Wigner-angle is absent from the transformation rule. 
We have also analyzed the effect of these transformations on entangled states.   
 




                            Conclusion 
In this thesis, a covariant and gauge-invariant quantization of the electromagnetic 
field in free space is given. Unlike the case where electromagnetic field interacts 
with electrons, in free space, one is not able to couple the gauge-dependent vector 
potential to the Dirac field. A good solution comes with the replacement of  the 
vector potential field by a tensor field. A complete description of this field also 
requires a proper Lorentz transformation to be developed, which requires the 
knowledge of how a single photon state transforms under Lorentz transformation. 
However, upon careful examination, we show that the Wigner rotation, which 
describes the Lorentz transformation of a one-particle state, is not well-defined. We 
then proceed to show that, in order to avoid this problem, we can define a 
one-particle state with respect to a reference frame, since a reference frame is 
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